CROSSWORD
No. 15,469 Set by ORENSE

ACROSS
1 Sort of music college now without women (6)
4 Questions barristers after defence loses heart (8)
10 Skill required for a presidential yacht? (9)
11 Formal statement starts argument (5)
12 Deliberately misrepresented end of insurance in cover (4)
13 Part of payment plan making tenant smile (almost) (10)
15 Rumour of armed forces finding groups in theatre (7)
16 Complete half of ascent with anger (6)
19 Angle covering alien’s obsession (6)
21 Little weight attached to Tory, oddly, getting whip (7)
23 Completely nude? (10)
25 A fine run out, but a shock (4)
27 Sign stopping progress in company’s belief (5)
28 Liquid mush found in nectar must be a sweetener (4,5)
29 Fail to return during assignation, upset (8)
30 A former girlfriend is on the phone in the extension (6)

DOWN
1 Design a format for a battle fought about university (8)
2 Cook’s part supporting fool in church (9)
3 Kiss cheek (4)
5 Confer right to half of open championship (7)

Solution 15,468

SPRAY CAN BITCHY
LEAD AEO EA
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